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Spatted Cultch Deployment

Broadcasting
The cultch was broadcasted
at 3 sheltered areas within
Galway Bay. It is hoped that
overtime the cultch will
become settled and the
native oysters contained on
them will develop and
continue to reproduce
leading to the rejuvenation
of an oyster reef.

Mussel and oyster shell with native oyster spat was produced in
spatting ponds in the summers of 2019 and 2020. This spatted
cultch was deployed on the seabed and in cages to monitor growth
and mortality of 0+ and 1+ year classes of native oysters over winter
2020/2021. These were deployed onto 14 sites including
broadcasting and cage deployment within South East Galway Bay
Two types of deployment were used; (a) broadcasting (onto the
seabed) at Augnish and two sites in Mulroog and (b) cage
deployment across all sites
Two year classes of spatted cultch were deployed. From the 2019
spatting ponds there was approximately 2,000kgs deployed and
from the 2020 spatting ponds approximately 3,5000kgs were
deployed. This will allow comparison of mortality and growth in
the spatting ponds over the rst winter compared to mortality and
growth at sea over the rst winter.

70 monitoring baskets
containing spatted oyster
cultch are deployed at 12
different sites in Galway Bay.
The spat in these baskets will
be closely monitored to
evaluate the effectiveness of
each site for supporting
good oyster health. This
process will inform future
oyster ground restoration
planning.
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Monitoring
Baskets
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Salinity and Temperature
Stress Testing

No encore for the
whistling Curlew

Gerry O Hallaran and Oliver Tully recording test results at
Redbank Seafood Ltd New Quay Co Clare

Choosing sites and areas for Oyster Reef Restoration does not
simply involve looking historically at distribution but future
proo ng against changes in the environment expected due to
climate change and human activities and development
Salinity and temperature stress testing for native oysters is a
key part of this assessment as oyster mortality or reduced
g r o w t h d u e to p r o l o n g e d e x p o s u r e to s u b - o p t i m a l
combinations of temperature and salinity will determine
suitable restoration sites
Experimental data on response of oysters to di erent ranges
of temperature and salinities was obtained in 2020. This
involved monitoring native oyster responses to 25 di erent
degrees of temperature and salinity concentrations in a
controlled environment. Results are currently being analysed
and we look forward to reporting on them in our next
newsletter

Winter visitors the curlew retreats into
Ireland’s wetlands and coastline in
winter to prepare to nest for late March
or early April. Nesting in bogs, wet
pastures and well vegetated coastlines
where plant cover provides suitable
height for laying eggs and taking cover
from predators.
Isolated creatures they stand dotted
along the shoreline in mud plains or
shallow coastal pools wearing muted
brown feathers and supporting a
decurved bill delicately picking through
the mud for a meal, much gentler than
the screeching gulls and crackling crows
that accompany it. The curlew reserves
it’s whistling for the quiet hours.
But the sound of curlews has grown
quiet and may soon be silenced
altogether. Owing to habitat destruction
the curlew has suffered a 90%
population decline in Ireland and
Birdwatch Ireland report that only 138
breeding pairs remain. If effective
habitat conservation is not achieved, in
the place of those de ning whistles will
remain only the haunted echos of a
defeated species.
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A series of repeating whistles staring
low and ending high are often the last
sound heard on a clear night echoing
from one shore line to another as a
collection of curlews sing to each other
from ground nests made in purple
heathers, coarse green lemon grasses
and mottled meadows.
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Forcoast Ocean Modelling Development in
Galway Bay
Salinity Modellin
Ocean modelling aims to identify the sitespeci c issues that constrain oyster productivity.
In Galway Bay increased freshwater in ows can
change the salinity regime and increase
siltation resulting in a shift in the distribution of
suitable habitat for oysters. The Galway Bay
model is now operational and includes detailed
analysis on freshwater inputs from rivers and
groundwater inputs to Galway Bay, since
salinity distribution is one of the key parameters
determining a suitable habitat for oysters. The
sample on the right shows how salinity was
impacted after rainfall in March 2020.

Darker colours show areas of low salinity

Particle Tracking Modelling

The red areas show the points of origin of particles
and the blue areas show their probable distribution
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Particle tracking allows us to asses in what
concentrations particles move within the bay, how
long they remain in a particular area and what
probable trajectory they are likely to take in their
distribution. This modelling allows us to determine
whether contaminants from waste water discharges
or other pollution events will move into a shell sh
production area and remain in suf cient
concentrations to cause shell sh contamination or
mortalities. The model is also capable of showing
how a particle ended up in an area and running it’s
trajectory backwards to determine it’s likely point of
origin.
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Sea Swimmers Con rm
Improvements in Mental
Health as Primary Reason
for Swimming in the Sea
There was an excellent response to a recent survey of sea
swimmers con rming the increased use of Galway Bay for a
particularly healthy activity. In the survey, over 76% of
swimmers cite improvements in their mental health and

Acinta Kilroy photo taken by Markus
Voter

wellbeing as the primary reason for swimming in the sea. The
survey was conducted by Cuan Beo as part of their economic
assessment of the South East Galway Bay Catchment. A full
selection of the results from the sea swimmers survey are
available here or our website www.cuanbeo.com

Comments on Survey
Results
There was plenty of anecdotal
evidence to suggest that sea

While established industries such as aquaculture, shipping,

swimming had become

and hospitality generate signi cant and vital revenue in this

increasingly popular during the

coastal and rural economy, there are other less tangible

lockdown. However, we were

contributions from the marine resource. According to Cuan

not expecting the response that

Beo member, Colm O’Dowd, ‘ecosystem services are na y being

we got to this survey. Of the 330

recognised for their bene ts to humanity, not only here in Ireland but

respondents, 72% swim

globa y. As we know, the marine ecosystem plays a key role in

between 2 and 7 days per week

providing food, maintaining and regulating the climate, nutrient

while one respondent swims

cycling and so on. However, marine spaces also contribute cultura y.

twice each day seven days per

Cultural services include space for recreation, learning, inspiration,

week. Bear in mind that the

and health and we being’.

survey was conducted in March
when sea temperatures are less

There is considerable scienti c evidence to support the

than 10oC and air temperatures

bene ts of sea swimming on health and wellbeing. Local

could be as low as zero’.

scientist, author and surfer Easkey Britton et al. has recently
completed a review on the topic entitled

‘Blue care: a

systematic review of blue space interventions for health and
we being’ and continues to campaign for the protection of
water quality
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The Oyster
Two halves of an oyster
shell, each a shallow cup;
Here once lived an oyster
before they ate him up.
Oyster shells are smooth
inside, outside very rough;
Very little room to spare but
he had enough.

Famous Oysters From
Around the World -

A 1,000 Ways to Use
an Oyster

The iconic scene in Franklin J
Schaffner’s ‘Planet of the Apes’ of
the Statute of Liberty poking out
of a sandy beach and Charlton
Heston beating his sts of the
incoming waves shouting ‘You
Maniacs, you blew it up, damn
you all to hell’ is telling of what
little evidence mankind might
leave behind if things ever do go
pear shaped and we become the
architects of our own extinction.
But chances are the statue of
liberty will not be the only relic of
days old found on that beach!
She is likely to be accompanied
by an oyster shell or two as the
longevity of oyster shells is match
only by the age of stars and the
birth of the cosmos itself. For
example, on Folly Beach in South
Carolina in 2015 an ancient oyster
shell of the species Ostrea coxi
was identi ed by Robert
Boessenecker to be at least ‘3
million years old’. What worlds
did this oyster know? Did it hear
the roar of dinosaurs? Was it
trampled under the foot of a
wooly mammoth? Did it witness
that rst ape that stood up on it’s
2 legs and decide to give that
stick thing a swing? Who can say
for certain, not I anyway, but if
oysters could talk, I for one would
like to hear what this one had to
say.

Be Afraid! There is a war on slugs
that we are losing and oyster
shells may well be our only
saviours. Every morning scores of
thousands of slugs slip and slide
to the beat of a deadly drum hell
bent of eating your garden plants
alive and leaving nothing but a
eld of destitution and
destruction in their wake. They
are the perfectly designed
creature for such an assault,
capable of scaling untold heights
with their sticky excretions and
communicating with radio
antenna protruding from their
heads which our scientists have
erroneously identi ed as eyesFools! While we have been
sleeping at the wheel they have
gained the upper hand and
should they be allowed to
rampage uncontrolled who
knows what the nal bill of
destruction will be. Our only
hope is in oyster shells. Nobody
knows the magic that is in oyster
shells that they can repel slugs so
effectively. Some argue it is simply
the fact that oyster shells are
coarse and slugs nd them too
uncomfortable to cross. But make
no illusions there is something
more otherworldly going on!
Whatever the reason, know this;
we have a friend in the oyster
shell like no other in this battle of
the ages.
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Bedroom, parlour, kitchen or
cellar there was none; Just
one room in all the house oysters need but one.
And he was never troubled
by wind or rain or snow; For
he had a roof above and
another one below.
I wonder if they fried him, or
cooked him in a stew; And
sold him at a fair and passed
him o for two.
I wonder if the oysters all
have Maes lie us; And did he
have a name like “John” or
“Romulus”?
I wonder if his parents wept
to see him go; I wonder who
can tell, perhaps the
mermaids know.
I wonder if our sleep the
most of us would dread; if
we slept like oysters, a
million in a bed!
Arthur Macy
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